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Properties of random sequential adsorption of generalized dimers
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Saturated random packing of particles built of two identical, relatively shifted spheres in two and
three dimensional flat and homogeneous space was studied numerically using random sequential
adsorption algorithm. The shift between centers of spheres varied from 0.0 to 8.0 sphere diameters.
Numerical simulations allowed determine random sequential adsorption kinetics, saturated random
coverage ratio as well as available surface function and density autocorrelation function.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Df, 68.43.Fg
I. INTRODUCTION
Adsorption at various interfaces underlies a number of
extremely important processes of utilitarian significance
for technology and science. For example, it is crucial for
separation of mixtures, filtration and purification pro-
cesses. Protein adsorption is involved in cell adhesion,
inflammatory response, preventing artificial organ and
biomaterial rejection, plaque formation and fouling of
contact lenses. It is also prerequisite for chromatography,
filtration, biocatalysis, biosensing, immunological assays,
etc. [1].
Since its introduction by Feder [2], random sequen-
tial adsorption (RSA) became one of the major tools
for modeling monolayers obtained during irreversible ad-
sorption processes, at first for spherical adsorbates and,
then, for more complex particles like squares, sphero-
cylinders and needles [3–7]. In recent studies RSA has
also been successfully used for modeling complex parti-
cles using coarse-grain approximation [8–11]. For exam-
ple, a coarse-grain fibrinogen model successfully explains
the density of adsorbed proteins for a wide range of ex-
perimental conditions [12–14].
Random sequential adsorption of generalized dimers
has been mentioned for the first time in [15], however, in
the context of RSA kinetics only and just for the case of
distance between disks centers lower than disk diameter.
Aim of this study is to extend this analysis to determine
all the main properties of obtained adsorption monolay-
ers such as saturated random coverage ratio, density au-
tocorrelations and available surface function (ASF), as
well as to study adsorption of particles for which the dis-
tance between disks centers exceed disk diameter. Such
particles can possibly model many biological molecules
like flexible dimers or dumbbell-shape molecules [16, 17]
and, what is even more important from the theoretical
point of view, they have not been studied earlier.
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II. MODEL
A generalized dimer is build of two identical spheres
of radius r0 (see Fig.1). Width-to-height ratio for such
molecules can be expressed as (1+ ǫ) where ǫ is the mea-
sure of spheres displacement. The case of ǫ = 1 has been
Figure 1. (Color online) Definition of anisotropy parameter ǫ,
and examples of three generalized dimers for ǫ = 0.5, ǫ = 1.0
and ǫ = 1.5.
extensively studied in [18, 19]. Dimers were placed on a
square flat homogeneous collector surface of a side size
1000 r0 according to the RSA algorithm, which iteratively
repeats the following steps:
-: A virtual generalized dimer of a fixed distance between
spheres is created. Its position and orientation on a
collector is chosen randomly according to the uni-
form probability distribution; however, centers of
both the spheres are required to be on a collector.
-: An overlapping test is performed for previously ad-
sorbed nearest neighbors of the virtual molecule.
The test checks if surface-to-surface distance be-
tween each of the spheres is greater than zero.
-: If there is no overlap the virtual particle is irreversibly
adsorbed and added to an existing covering layer.
Its position does not change during further calcu-
lations.
-: If there is an overlap the virtual dimer is removed and
abandoned.
2The number of RSA iterations N is typically expressed
in dimensionless time units:
t = N
SM(ǫ)
SC
, (1)
where
SM(ǫ) =
{ [
2π − (arccos ǫ−√1− ǫ2)] r20 if ǫ < 1,
2πr20 otherwise,
(2)
is an area covered by a single dimer, and SC = 10
6 r20 is
a collector surface area. Simulation is halted after the
number of steps corresponding to t = 105. To improve
statistics, 100 independent simulations were performed
for a single generalized dimer model. During the simula-
tions, the coverage ratio θ has been measured:
θ(t) = n(t)
SM
SC
, (3)
where n(t) is the number of adsorbed molecules after
dimensionless time t.
III. RESULTS
Obtained example coverages are presented in Fig.2.
The most important parameter which can be measured
Figure 2. (Color online) Example coverages for three different
values of ǫ: ǫ = 0.01, ǫ = 0.5, and ǫ = 1.4 at the end of the
simulation. The coverage ratio θ for presented snapshots are
lower by about 0.5% from saturated random coverage ratio
θmax
.
in numerical simulations is saturated random coverage
ratio θmax ≡ θ(t → ∞), as it can be easily obtained
experimentally and thus used for the comparison. How-
ever, simulations involve a finite number of RSA algo-
rithm steps. Therefore, to determine θmax, knowledge
about RSA kinetics is essential.
A. RSA kinetics
As observed by Feder [2] and confirmed by later ana-
litical studies [20–22], the RSA kinetics for spheres ad-
sorption on a flat collector is governed by the following
power law:
θmax − θ(t) ∼ t−1/d, (4)
where θ(t) is a coverage ratio after time t and d is a col-
lector dimension. The above relation, known as Feder’s
law, has been also proved numerically for one- to eight-
dimensional collectors [23] as well as for fractal collec-
tors having 1 < d < 3 [24, 25]. It is also valid for RSA
of anisotropic particles on a flat collector [7, 12, 26, 27],
however, in this case, d = 3, which could be explained
by additional degree of freedom of an adsorbate particle
[6, 28–30].
In our case, the power law (4) is fulfilled for all stud-
ied particles (see Fig.3). For a very small anisotropy
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Figure 3. (Color online) The dependence of increments of the
mean number of adsorbed particles on the dimensionless time
for different anisotropy ǫ. Inset shows the exponent in Eq.(4)
determined using least square fit method.
(ǫ < 0.01), the RSA kinetics is similar to the one ob-
served for disks (d ≈ 2). Then, transition to d = 3 – the
characteristic value for anisotropic adsorbates – occurs.
Interestingly, when disks are separated (ǫ > 1), param-
eter d increases up to 4.5. Around ǫ = 2 maximum is
observed; for such anisotropy, a disk from one general-
ized dimers can fit between disks belonging to other par-
ticle. On the one hand, it allows denser packing, but on
the other hand it slows down the kinetics as it is hard to
randomly place a particle in a such restricted area.
B. Saturated random coverage ratio
Having determined the value of exponent d, Eq.(4)
could be transformed to linear relation θ(y) = θmax−Ay,
where y = t−1/d and A is a constant coefficient. Approx-
imation of the function for y = 0 gives the saturated
random coverage ratio presented in Fig.4. For ǫ < 0.01,
θmax for a generalized dimer is the same as for disks. For
ǫ = 0.5, a slight increase up to θmax = 0.5793 can be ob-
served. Then, the saturated coverage decreases because
the amount of blocked surface grows faster than dimer
area. The minimum is reached around ǫ = 1.5 when par-
ticles disks are separated, but the distance between them
is too small to be filled up by another molecule. For
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Figure 4. The dependence of saturated random coverage on
dimer anisotropy. Dots correspond to measured data. Sta-
tistical error of θmax is approximately 0.0001 and is smaller
than the dot size. Lines have been drawn to guide the eye.
Dashed line corresponds to saturated random coverage ratio
for disks on a flat collector [23, 30].
ǫ = 2, it becomes possible, so the next local maximum is
reached. For large ǫ, saturated random coverage seems
to approach again the value known for RSA of disks.
C. Available surface function
Available surface function (ASF) describes probability
of placing subsequent particle on a collector as a func-
tion of coverage, and therefore can be easily estimated
using RSA simulations. It can be also measured exper-
imentally [31, 32]. ASF is important for at least two
reasons. Firstly, together with the model of a specific
transport mechanism, responsible for bringing particles
to the close proximity of a collector surface, it allows to
predict kinetics of the monolayer growth [12, 19, 33–35].
Secondly, the polynomial expansion of ASF for low θ:
ASF (θ) = 1− C1θ + C2θ2 + o(θ2) (5)
is closely related to the viral expansion of the state
equation of a formed monolayer. For example, sec-
ond and third viral coefficients are B2 = 1/2C1 and
B3 = 1/3C
2
1 − 2/3C2, respectively [5, 36]. It is also
worth noticing that coefficient C1 corresponds to the
surface area blocked by a single particle, whereas C2
denotes a cross-section of the area blocked by two in-
dependent molecules. Their dependence on anisotropy
parameter is shown in Fig.5. Just like for saturated
coverage ratio, for small anisotropy, both the coefficient
are equal to their values known from disks monolayers:
Cdisk1 = 4 and C
disk
2 =
6
√
3
pi ≈ 3.308. On the other
hand, for a large distance between disks in the general-
ized dimer, it is expected that C1 → 2Cdisk1 = 8 and
C2 = 2
(
Cdisk2
)2 ≈ 21.885. Observed values in Fig.5 are
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Figure 5. The dependence of C1 and C2 (inset) coefficients
on dimer anisotropy ǫ. Dots are simulation data. Solid lines
have been drawn to guide the eye.
slightly lower, probably due to not large enough ǫ. Tran-
sition between those two limits occurs mainly between
ǫ = 1 and ǫ = 2, which is directly connected with in-
creasing probability of two different particles crossing.
D. Density autocorrelation function
Saturated random coverage ratio describes mean den-
sity of adsorbed particles inside formed adsorption mono-
layer. More information about the monolayer structure
can be acquired by analyzing density autocorrelation
function, which is usually defined as a normalized proba-
bility of finding other particle in specified distance range:
G(r) =
P (r)
2πrρ
. (6)
Here P (r)dr is the probability of finding two disks in a
distance between r and r + dr, measured between their
geometric centers. Parameter ρ is the mean density of
particles inside a covering layer. Such a normalization
leads to G(r → ∞) = 1. In the case of spherical parti-
cles, G(r) has a logarithmic singularity in the touching
limit [21] and superexponential decay at large distances
[37]. As shown in Fig.6, when disks in a single particle
are well separated (ǫ = 8) the autocorrelation function
is nearly the same as for (ǫ = 0). Moreover, all plots
are almost the same for large enough r, however, local
maxima, resulting from a fixed distance between disks in
a single particle, can appear. To understand this phe-
nomenon let’s focus on one specific case, e.g. ǫ = 0.5.
As the coverage is saturated closest particles are nearly
touching themselves (see Fig.7). Therefore, it is clear
that distance between centers of touching disks is only
slightly higher than 2r0 (Fig.7a), and, as it is a common
situation in saturated coverage, the density autocorrela-
tion function will show a maximum there. However, the
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Figure 6. (Color online) Density autocorrelation function
for several dimers of different anisotropy ǫ. Distance (in r0
units) is measured between centers of different disks, no mat-
ter whether they come from the same or different dimers.
Autocorrelation function was measured for layers obtained at
the end of simulations. Their coverage ratio was about 0.5%
smaller than θmax.
Figure 7. (Color online) Two exemplary generalized dimers
(ǫ = 0.5) taken from saturated random coverage. Arrows
points distances between disks from different particles. In
case a) the distance is sligtly higher than 2r0 wheras in cases
b) and c) it is equal about 3r0.
distance between the touching disk and the other one
in second particle is most likely around 3r0 (Fig.7b and
7c). Therefore, for ǫ = 0.5 the density autocorrelation
function has another maximum at r ≈ 3r0. It is worth
to notice that for small ǫ the first maximum at r = 2r0
could be smaller than the second maximum (see Fig.6 for
ǫ = 0.1). On the other hand, for ǫ ≥ 1 there is also a
maximum at 2ǫr0, which corresponds to distance between
disks in the same dimers.
E. Random packing of generalized dimers in 3D
As mentioned above, parameter d in Eq.(4) corre-
sponds to a number of degrees of freedom of adsorbate
particle. Therefore in two dimensional case the transi-
tion between d = 2 and d = 3 has been observed. In
three dimension a sphere has d = 3 degrees of freedom,
whereas dimer (ǫ = 1) is described by two additional
angles, which determine its orientation (d = 5). It is
interesting to see if here RSA kinetics behaves similarly
as in 2D case, and especially where the transition point
is. To check this, additional simulations were performed.
Generalized dimers build of two spheres of radius r0 were
placed randomly in a cubic box of side size 80r0. The
number of RSA algorithm steps in a single simulation
expressed in dimensionless time units (1) was equal to
105, as in 2D case, but here
SM(ǫ) =
{
2
3
π
[
4− (1− ǫ)2 (2 + ǫ)
]
r30 if ǫ < 1,
8
3
πr30 otherwise,
(7)
Results are presented in Fig.8. As expected, for small
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Figure 8. Saturated random coverage ratio measured for sev-
eral dimers of different anisotropy ǫ. The dashed line cor-
responds to θmax = 0.3841, which is the saturated random
coverage ratio of spheres in three dimensional space [23]. The
solid line is to guide the eye. Inset shows the exponent in
Eq.(4) determined using least square fit method dependence
on particle anisotropy.
anisotropy RSA kinetics is governed by d = 3 exponent.
This changes around ǫ = 0.05 when the exponent starts
to increase. It is worth to remind, than in two dimen-
sional case this growth started at ǫ = 0.01. For large
anisotropy (ǫ > 2), when spheres in a dimer are sepa-
rated, parameter d is significantly higher than molecules
number of degree of freedom. The dependence of the sat-
urated random coverage ratio on anisotropy ǫ is qualita-
tively same as in two-dimensional case except that there
is no sharp maximum at ǫ = 1. The slight shift between
measured coverage ratio and its values determined for
spheres in [23] are probably due to different boundary
conditions. Here, the three dimensional cube containing
molecules was fixed, whereas in [23] periodic boundary
conditions were used.
5IV. SUMMARY
The RSA kinetics of generalized dimers depends
strongly on particle anisotropy. In two dimensional case,
the exponent in Eq.4 varies from d = 2, known from
spheres adsorption, to d = 4.5, with surprisingly small
level of anisotropy (ǫ = 0.01) inducing its increase to
d ≈ 3.0, typical for an anisotropic particle. In three
dimensions exponent d varies from d = 3 for small
anisotropy (ǫ ≤ 0.01) to d = 6 for ǫ > 2. The satu-
rated random coverage ratio is similar to the one for disks
for ǫ < 0.02 and ǫ > 8. For intermediate anisotropy, it
reaches maximum θmax = 0.5793±0.0001 for ǫ = 0.5 and
minimum θmax = 0.4786 around ǫ = 1.5. In three dimen-
sions, results are qualitatively same with θmax varying
from 0.373 for ǫ ≈ 1.6 to 0.428 for ǫ ≈ 0.5. Viral ex-
pansion coefficient for small and large ǫ are the same as
for disks, keeping in mind that for large ǫ, single particle
contains two of them. The transition between these two
limits takes place for ǫ ∈ (1, 2). The density autocorrela-
tion behaves similarly as in the case of disks; however, for
small ǫ, its plot is shifted accordingly to the displacement
of disks within the dimer.
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